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Put an end to self-harming behaviors—once and for all.Do you cut or self-harm? Do you feel

like it gives you a sense of control in a world where you so often feel helpless and powerless?

Do you do it to distract from emotional pain, or just feel something other than total numbness?

There's a long list of reasons why you may self-harm. But regardless of the reason or the

method, the truth is that self-harm is a destructive—and potentially deadly—way to deal with

emotional pain. Fortunately, there are healthier and safer ways to manage your emotions. In

The DBT Skills Workbook for Teen Self-Harm, dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) expert Sheri

Van Dijk offers powerful skills to help you manage your emotions, so you won't have to rely on

self-destructive behaviors. Whether you're actively engaging in self-harm by injuring your body,

or participating in other self-destructive behaviors such as substance abuse or disordered

eating, this workbook will help you create your own action plan for change.This workbook will

guide you through four essential DBT skills:Mindfulness shows you how to experience emotion

without having to act on itDistress tolerance teaches you how to deal with the urge to self-

harmEmotional regulation allows you to understand and control painful feelingsInterpersonal

effectiveness helps you build self-respect and minimize feelings of worthlessness and

hopelessness Life can be painful, but you don’t need to face this pain all on your own. With

support, and the skills outlined in this workbook, you’ll gain the tools you need to manage

difficult thoughts and feelings in safer, healthier ways.

“I highly recommend this book for all teachers and parents to read. I have been teaching for

more than thirty years and cutting is one of the biggest problems among teens. I’ve seen many

of my students struggle with this disorder. The problem is I haven’t found a reliable form of

therapy for this disorder. Luckily, this book will help. It is based on dialectical behavior therapy

(DBT) skills, and provides solutions and easy-to-follow strategies for those with self-harming

tendencies.”—Jackson Yee, MA, middle school teacher“Inflicting physical pain to release

emotional pain can have debilitating effects on a teen’s life. With unparalleled expertise in DBT,

Sheri gives you an easy-to-follow guide that enables readers to assess problematic coping

patterns, and challenge self-harming behaviors in meaningful and lasting ways. Detailed

examples validate personal experiences and demonstrate how to implement skills to reduce

suffering.”—Shivani V. Gupta MSW, RSW, clinical director at Oakridges Therapy Centre in

Richmond Hill, ON, Canada“This warm, easy-to-understand workbook takes readers on a

journey to understand why they may engage in self-harming behaviors, and teaches them

healthier alternatives to manage their emotions. Sheri Van Dijk breaks down the practical

strategies and skills offered in this workbook in a compassionate, nonjudgmental way. An

essential tool for any teen struggling with self-harm!”—Maggie Mullen, LCSW, culturally

responsive social worker, national trainer, and author of The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills

Workbook for Psychosis“In this engaging workbook, Van Dijk provides teens who self-harm

with invaluable guidance on key DBT skills. The workbook will resonate with teens through

vivid and youth-relevant examples, engaging exercises, and a clear and creative way of

organizing and presenting the DBT skills. Teens will find wise guidance not only on how to

overcome self-harm, but more importantly, how to build a life worth living. I strongly

recommend this workbook for teens who struggle with self-harm.”—Alexander L. Chapman,

PhD, RPsych, professor of psychology at Simon Fraser University, president of the DBT Centre



of Vancouver, and coauthor of The Borderline Personality Disorder Survival Guide“Sheri Van

Dijk has done it again! This informative and practical book will be invaluable in helping people

to understand why they engage in self-harming behaviors, and how they can use DBT skills to

develop alternative responses to their emotional distress.”—Greg Samuelson, registered nurse

and registered psychotherapist practicing in Ontario, Canada; and founding member of the

Canadian Network for Compassion Focused Therapy“This workbook provides an easy-to-use

tool for teens engaging in self-harming and self-destructive behaviors. Parents, clinicians, and

others within a teen’s circle of care will also benefit from the psychoeducation this book holds.

The workbook uses teen-friendly language, illuminating stories, and engaging activities to

explore healthier patterns of behavior. Used on its own or in addition to psychotherapy, this

provides an excellent option for teens looking to improve well-being.”—Michelle Brans, MA,

registered psychotherapist with the Ontario College of Psychotherapists; clinical director of

Counting Butterflies Child, Youth and Family Wellness; and psychotherapist in private practice

specializing in teenage and emerging adult mental well-being“Sheri Van Dijk does a wonderful

job explaining self-harming and self-destructive behaviors in non-shaming ways. She starts the

book by saying that people engage in these behaviors for valid reasons—they want to cope

with painful experiences and emotions. However, we soon learn that there are more healthy

and effective ways to deal with difficulties and pain. This book is well written and accessible for

teens (and adults) who want to work through the skill-building exercises on their own or with a

therapist. This workbook is helpful for those dealing with difficult life situations and painful

emotions so they can live a healthier life.”—Karma Guindon, PhD, RSW, CCFT,

psychotherapist, consultant, and educator in private practice in Bolton and Newmarket, ON,

Canada“Sheri does an exceptional job of outlining valuable skills; and describes a way for the

reader to incorporate them into their lives. We can lose the power of a message with

complicating theories and in-depth explanations. Sheri has managed to demonstrate incredible

acceptance and validation, with positive and accessible directions for change; and she does so

beautifully in print form. Within the learning and choices offered here, there is an invitation to

pause and consider the options available. Well suited in both her choice of language, and

balancing both text and worksheets. This workbook offers a path to recover from unhealthy

coping, while learning how to emotionally regulate.”—Leanne M. Garfinkel, MA, SEP, registered

psychotherapist (CRPO) --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorSheri Van

Dijk, MSW, is a mental health therapist and renowned dialectical behavior therapy (DBT)

expert. She is author of seven books, including Calming the Emotional Storm, Don’t Let Your

Emotions Run Your Life for Teens, and Relationship Skills 101 for Teens. Her books focus on

using DBT skills to help people manage their emotions and cultivate lasting well-being. She is

the recipient of the R.O. Jones Award from the Canadian Psychiatric Association. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.
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(DBT) skills, and provides solutions and easy-to-follow strategies for those with self-harming
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emotional pain can have debilitating effects on a teen’s life. With unparalleled expertise in DBT,

Sheri gives you an easy-to-follow guide that enables readers to assess problematic coping

patterns, and challenge self-harming behaviors in meaningful and lasting ways. Detailed

examples validate personal experiences and demonstrate how to implement skills to reduce

suffering.”—Shivani V. Gupta MSW, RSW, clinical director at Oakridges Therapy Centre in

Richmond Hill, ON, Canada“This warm, easy-to-understand workbook takes readers on a

journey to understand why they may engage in self-harming behaviors, and teaches them

healthier alternatives to manage their emotions. Sheri Van Dijk breaks down the practical

strategies and skills offered in this workbook in a compassionate, nonjudgmental way. An

essential tool for any teen struggling with self-harm!”—Maggie Mullen, LCSW, culturally

responsive social worker, national trainer, and author of The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills

Workbook for Psychosis“In this engaging workbook, Van Dijk provides teens who self-harm

with invaluable guidance on key DBT skills. The workbook will resonate with teens through

vivid and youth-relevant examples, engaging exercises, and a clear and creative way of

organizing and presenting the DBT skills. Teens will find wise guidance not only on how to

overcome self-harm, but more importantly, how to build a life worth living. I strongly

recommend this workbook for teens who struggle with self-harm.”—Alexander L. Chapman,

PhD, RPsych, professor of psychology at Simon Fraser University, president of the DBT Centre

of Vancouver, and coauthor of The Borderline Personality Disorder Survival Guide“Sheri Van
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to understand why they engage in self-harming behaviors, and how they can use DBT skills to
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provides an excellent option for teens looking to improve well-being.”—Michelle Brans, MA,
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job explaining self-harming and self-destructive behaviors in non-shaming ways. She starts the

book by saying that people engage in these behaviors for valid reasons—they want to cope

with painful experiences and emotions. However, we soon learn that there are more healthy

and effective ways to deal with difficulties and pain. This book is well written and accessible for

teens (and adults) who want to work through the skill-building exercises on their own or with a

therapist. This workbook is helpful for those dealing with difficult life situations and painful

emotions so they can live a healthier life.”—Karma Guindon, PhD, RSW, CCFT,



psychotherapist, consultant, and educator in private practice in Bolton and Newmarket, ON,
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dedicated to my clients: thank you for allowing me to be a part of your journey and to be

witness to the positive changes you’ve had the courage to make!I would also like to dedicate

this book to my family: Mom and Dad, Lisa, Roop, Caleb, Makenna, Jim, and Tess and Oliver.

Thank you for always being there to support me. I love you all.ContentsIntroductionChapter 1:

What Is Self-Harm, and Why Do You Do It?Chapter 2: Surviving the CrisisChapter 3: How to

Get Your Groove OnChapter 4: Finding Your Internal WisdomChapter 5; Name the Feeling to

Tame ItChapter 6: Stop Adding Fuel to the FireChapter 7: Avoid AvoidingChapter 8: The

Importance of RelationshipsConclusion: Where Are You Now?ReferencesIntroductionYou may

already know that a lot of people self-harm—deliberately cause injury to their body—so no,

you’re not crazy, you’re not weird. There are actually many understandable reasons why people

hurt themselves in different ways. But there’s at least a part of you that also recognizes this

isn’t healthy or effective in the long term, or you probably wouldn’t be reading these words. So,

first of all, thank you for picking up this book, and congratulations for recognizing that self-harm

isn’t something you want to keep in your life in the long run.The first goal of this book is to help

you understand your behavior, whether it’s actually doing something to physically injure your

body, like cutting or burning yourself, or doing something that’s self-destructive, like abusing

drugs or alcohol or having unprotected sex with people you don’t know. The second goal is to

teach you skills to help you deal with the things in your life that are causing you to turn to these

unhealthy ways of coping with your pain and the hard stuff life throws at you.This book is based

on a treatment called dialectical behavior therapy (DBT), which was created by Dr. Marsha

Linehan (1993), a psychologist in the United States. Her goal was to help people just like

yourself, struggling with self-harming behaviors and urges, and even those who have thoughts

of suicide. This workbook will teach you the skills you need to help you live a healthier life,

where you’ll be able to make choices for yourself and have relationships with others that you’ll

feel good about. Over time, healthier choices and positive relationships will help you start to

feel better about yourself; in the long run, this usually helps people see that self-harming isn’t

something they want in their lives and helps them eliminate these behaviors.The skills you’ll

learn in this book fall into four categories. Crisis survival skills will help you survive the crisis—



whatever it may be—without making things worse for yourself. Core mindfulness skills will help

you reduce the emotional pain you’re feeling, and not act on urges, as you begin to live more in

the present moment and become more accepting of things in your life. Emotion regulation skills

will teach you more about emotions and how to manage them in healthier ways. And

interpersonal effectiveness skills will help you have more balanced and satisfying relationships

with others. By doing the activities in this workbook, you’ll learn more about these skills and

how to use them. Some worksheets are also available for download at the website for this

book: http://www.newharbinger.com/45458. (See the very back of this book for more

details.)Why do some of us turn to self-harming and self-destructive behaviors in the first

place? There’s a lot yet to be learned about our brains, and when it comes to emotions, there’s

still a lot of work to do, but in DBT we believe that people who turn to these behaviors do so

because of two things. First, some who turn to these behaviors are born with a higher level of

sensitivity than others. Is this you? Do you feel things more often and more intensely than

others? Do people tell you that you’re “overreacting” to things? That you’re full of “drama”? If

this sounds like you, rest assured that you’ve done nothing to cause this! This higher level of

sensitivity can be related to genes inherited from your parents; it may be related to a mental

health condition you were born with; or it can be because of problems your mom had while she

was pregnant. (And no, we’re not blaming your mom, either! But if she had physical or mental

health problems or experienced some kind of trauma or high stress while she was pregnant, for

example, this could have had an effect on your development.) BTW, it’s also important to know

that being more sensitive isn’t all bad; while it might mean more pain at times, more sensitive

people are usually also the more creative and passionate people, and you tend to form more

intense connections with others because of your ability to feel things so deeply.But this is just

one part of the story of why people may turn to self-harming and self-destructive behaviors; the

other part is the environment you grow up in. Our environment plays a large role in our

development, and for people who turn to these kinds of behaviors, trauma is a common

experience, such as having been abused or neglected in some way. But you don’t have to have

experienced abuse to turn to problematic behaviors. In DBT, we believe that one of the most

common environmental factors that contributes to people turning to self-harming and self-

destructive behaviors is growing up in an invalidating environment, an environment in which

you were taught that your internal experiences (like your emotions and your thoughts) were

wrong.While none of us lives in a world where our emotions, thoughts, and beliefs are always

understood and accepted, some people grow up in environments where they regularly receive

the message that there’s something wrong with them—this, combined with high sensitivity, is

what often leads to self-harming and self-destructive behaviors. The takeaway here is that it’s

not your fault that you’ve developed the problems you have that have led to self-harming or self-

destructive behaviors. It’s the combination of your sensitivity and the environment you’ve grown

up in that, for whatever reason, wasn’t able to give you what you needed emotionally. So no, it’s

not your fault, and yes, it’s still up to you to work to make things better for yourself!In the next

chapter, I’ll talk more about self-harm and self-destructive behaviors to give you a better

understanding of these problems and how this book will help you with them. Then you’ll learn

some skills that can take the place of those behaviors over time, to make it more likely that

you’ll be able to deal with the difficult things that happen in your life (and the painful feelings

that come up as a result) without these behaviors. If you choose to continue to read—and I

hope you will!—it’s important to remember that change doesn’t happen overnight. Do some

thinking about what you’ve already learned here. In chapter 1, you’ll have an opportunity to

think more about how ready and willing you are to do this difficult, but very rewarding and



worthwhile, work. Good luck. I hope you stick with me!Chapter 1:What Is Self-Harm, and Why

Do You Do It?Self-harm refers to deliberately inflicting injury on your body in some way with the

intention of hurting yourself but without intending to kill yourself. The most common ways of

self-harming are cutting, hitting, punching, or burning yourself, although there are many other

ways that people self-harm. Sometimes people who self-harm have a mental health problem

such as depression or anxiety, but many people without these problems also self-harm.There

are also behaviors that we can think of as self-destructive, where you’re doing damage to your

life in some way—for example, disordered eating behaviors like making yourself throw up or

not eating; or abusing drugs or alcohol—but you’re not causing direct harm to your body. This

is an important difference for you to know about, because people who self-harm have a much

higher risk for taking this behavior further and trying to kill themselves. Both self-harm and self-

destructive behaviors are obviously problematic, though, and people who self-harm tend to do

self-destructive things as well, so there’s often a lot of overlap between the two.There’s also

overlap in where these problems stem from: more sensitive people who have grown up in

invalidating environments often don’t learn how to handle their emotions in healthy ways. This

is what’s often called emotion dysregulation. If you’ve never learned skillful ways of managing

your emotions, it’s understandable that you’ll turn to different things to try to turn the pain off—

like cutting and other forms of self-harm or substance abuse and other forms of self-destructive

behaviors.The skills you’ll learn in this book will help you eliminate both self-harming and self-

destructive behaviors by giving you some healthier ways of managing emotions. To understand

these ideas a bit better, do the following activity to consider what self-harming or self-

destructive behaviors you turn to in your life. From now on, I’ll refer to these behaviors as your

target behaviors.Activity: What Are Your Target Behaviors?Review the following list and check

off the behaviors that you’ve done in the past twelve months:Self-Harm

Behaviors:CuttingPunching/hittingIngesting dangerous substancesPuncturingExtreme

scratchingBitingInterference with wound-healingExtreme skin-pickingBurningHead-

bangingPinchingBreaking bonesOther:Self-Destructive Behaviors:Self-induced

vomitingRestricting eatingBingeingUsing recreational drugsAbusing alcoholHair

pullingMisusing over-the-counter medsGamblingVideo gaming excessivelyLyingStealingDriving

dangerouslyWatching pornography excessivelySextingShopliftingSmokingExcessively using

social mediaSleeping to avoidVapingBeing aggressive toward othersOverspendingBullying

othersEngaging in unprotected sexOtherNow that you have a better understanding of whether

your target behaviors are self-harming or self-destructive—and what your target behaviors are

—let’s look at some of the reasons you might be doing these things.Why Self-Harm?When you

don’t grow up learning healthy ways of dealing with emotions, you can learn to avoid emotions

through self-harming or self-destructive behaviors. It makes sense. Of course, just because it

makes sense doesn’t mean we want it to stay this way! But understanding and accepting

yourself without judgment is important. The following story shows an example of how self-

harming behaviors may develop.Connor’s StoryConnor’s father was a police officer, and he

grew up looking up to his father and admiring how strong he was. His dad never seemed to be

afraid of anything, and nothing ever seemed to bother him. Even when his grandpa died when

Connor was eight, he didn’t see his dad cry. He wanted to be just like him, but Connor knew he

wasn’t like his dad: he seemed to feel things more, and he would get really sad even just

watching a movie. He didn’t want to be this way, but he didn’t know what to do about

it.Connor’s parents separated when he was twelve, and his dad moved out of the house.

Connor was devastated, but he knew he had to be strong; his dad even reminded him that he

had to take care of his younger brother now that he wouldn’t be living at home with them



anymore. Connor’s sadness and fear got really intense at times, but he knew he couldn’t let

others know how he was feeling—he had to be strong for both his parents. When Connor was

fourteen, his friend told him that he had cut himself on purpose when he had been feeling

really angry about something. Although it sounded strange to Connor—how on earth could

cutting himself make him feel better?—he was desperate one night when he was feeling really

sad and decided to give it a try. What he found was that cutting helped him to not feel his

feelings for a while. This was such a huge relief for him, even for just a few hours, that he

began turning to this more and more often. He had discovered that, with cutting, he didn’t have

to feel the feelings.You might find yourself struggling to figure out why you use your target

behavior or behaviors. When you’ve been doing something for a long time, it’s easy to lose the

ability to think objectively about it and see it for what it really is (and what it does for

you).Activity: What Does Your Target Behavior Do for You?Think about your target behavior (if

you identified more than one target behavior in the previous activity, pick one to think about).

Now look through the following list and check off the reasons you think you do that

behavior.Your target behavior:Creates some kind of pleasurable emotion (like peace, calm, or

even joy or euphoria)Helps to manage intense emotionsCommunicates to others that you need

helpProvides relief from your current situation or emotionProves that you’re not invisibleMakes

you feel in controlDistracts from emotional painLets you feel something other than numbIs a

way of punishing yourselfValidates the emotional pain you’re feelingIs an attempt to change the

behavior of othersShows your desperation to others (it’s proof of how bad things are)Helps you

avoid or escape painful feelingsIs a way of avoiding suicideAdd any other reasons you can

think of:Now that you’re more aware of some of the reasons you do this behavior, it can be

helpful to look at the positive and negative consequences of doing it. Many of us tend to be

more aware of the negative consequences of our behaviors, especially when we know these

behaviors are unhealthy. Recognizing the positives along with the negatives, however, can help

you understand what keeps it going as well as consider the reasons you want to stop it. It can

also help you decide if you’re ready to commit to making a change. It takes a lot of energy and

effort to make these kinds of changes, and you won’t get very far if you’re not truly committed.

You might be feeling anxious just thinking about the possibility of getting rid of your target

behavior. It’s like an old blanket, providing a sense of comfort and security even though it’s

worn, full of holes, and doesn’t actually keep you warm anymore—the difference being, of

course, that an old blanket isn’t actually going to be harmful to you!The next activity will help

you examine the pros and cons of your target behavior (Linehan 2014). Before you begin, take

a look at how Connor completed this activity. Connor wrote down all the pros and cons for

cutting and for not cutting in the following chart. Connor then rated each pro and con on a scale

of 1 (least important) to 3 (most important). He then totaled the results.Sample Worksheet:

Connor’s Pros and Cons of CuttingPros of CuttingCons of CuttingIt gives me immediate relief

from emotions (3)Distracts me from my feelings (3)Seeing the cut/blood makes my feelings

seem more real (2)Total: 8I feel guilt and shame afterward (3)It stops me from finding other

ways of dealing with things (3)I have to hide my cuts and scars from everyone (2)I’m constantly

afraid my parents are going to find out (3)If people find out, I might lose my job coaching kids’

soccer (3)Total: 14Pros of Not CuttingCons of Not CuttingI feel better about myself (3)No cuts

or scars to hide (2)No fear about people finding out (3)My parents will be proud of me (2)It

forces me to deal with things in healthier ways (2)Total: 12It’s really hard! (2)There’s no

immediate relief (3)I have to learn other ways of dealing with stuff (2)It’s scary to think of not

having this to help me deal with pain (2)I’m afraid I might do something worse instead (1)Total:

10When Connor added the pros of cutting (8) to the cons of not cutting (10), he came up with a



total of 18. This number was lower than the cons of cutting (14) plus the pros of not cutting

(12), which came to 26. In other words, the negatives of cutting outweighed the positives.

Sometimes having this number can be even more helpful than just writing out the pros and

cons.Activity: What Are the Consequences?Now it’s your turn. First, fill in the blank line at the

top of each quadrant with the target behavior that you are examining.Under pros of doing this

target behavior, write down any positive consequences that come to mind. What are the good

things that result from this behavior? What do you get out of it? Why is it hard to let it go?Under

cons of doing this target behavior, write down the negative consequences. What problems

does it cause? Why are you considering letting go of it?Now, under pros of not doing this

behavior, write down the positives of working to reduce or eliminate this target behavior. Why

would it be a good thing if you were no longer hurting yourself in this way?Finally, under cons

of not doing this behavior, write down any negatives that will result from reducing or eliminating

your target behavior. How would it be a bad thing if you no longer had this behavior to turn to?

Feel free to use any responses in Connor’s pros and cons chart that resonate with you. You

can also refer back to the checklist from the previous activity. Most importantly, though, be sure

to consider what your own truth is about what’s helpful and unhelpful about your target

behavior.If you get stuck, here are some things to consider. Does your target behavior have

positive or negative consequences for your relationships? Does it help you move toward your

long-term and short-term goals? Does it help you or prevent you from doing certain things?

Worksheet: Pros and Cons ChartPros ofCons ofPros of NotCons of NotHopefully, this chart

has helped you consider your target behavior from a different perspective, giving you the

bigger picture of both why you turn to the behavior and why you want to stop it. It’s important to

weigh all of the consequences when making a decision like this. It may be helpful to come back

to the pros and cons of this behavior more than once, so you can be sure you’re thinking about

your responses from a balanced perspective instead of being ruled by the urge and by your

emotions. Once you can’t think of anything else to put in the chart, rate each of your responses

from 1 (least important) to 3 (most important); then add up each column to get a more

thorough understanding of how important the pros and cons of the behavior are.Now ask

yourself if you’re ready to make a commitment to change.Activity: Setting Your GoalWhen you

are ready, fill in the following statement:My goal for myself is to (circle one):StopReduceOther:

the following behavior(s): If you have identified more than one target behavior, it’s probably best

to work on one at a time, so you won’t get overwhelmed. (Visit http://

www.newharbinger .com/45458 to download the pros and cons chart if you want to examine

the pros and cons of other target behaviors.) By the way, just counting a behavior you’re trying

to change can actually have a positive effect on that behavior, so you may want to start

keeping track of the number of times you engage in your target behavior. (You can do this

without anyone knowing—keep notes in your phone in a secure folder, or put a small “x” in your

agenda or day planner each time you do this behavior.)Analyzing Your BehaviorYou’ve already

done a lot of work to understand why you resort to your target behavior, and you’ve identified

the positive and negative consequences of this behavior—and way to go for that! But before

you can effectively work on changing your behavior, you have to have a good understanding of

all the different parts of it. You might think you know the ins and outs of your behavior already—

and I’m sure that you understand at least some aspects of it, and maybe you even have a

really good understanding of it. But quite often, there are bits and pieces that people aren’t

aware of, and that’s why you need to do a behavioral analysis (BA) (Linehan 2014). A

behavioral analysis walks through your experience of the target behavior in detail. First, have a

look at Louisa’s story and her BA.Louisa’s StoryLouisa had a number of target behaviors that



she used to help her cope, including cutting herself, punching herself and the walls, and yelling

and swearing at her family. When she was calm, she could see how much of a problem these

behaviors were, and she didn’t want to keep doing them, but once she started to feel a strong

emotion, she would just lose control. She had been working on this in therapy for a few years

but hadn’t made much progress and was feeling frustrated.When Louisa started doing BAs on

her target behaviors, she realized that there was much more to them than she had previously

understood, and this new information helped her start to make changes.Sample Worksheet:

Louisa’s Behavioral AnalysisDate completed: Feb. 3rdDate of target behavior: Feb. 3rdTarget

behavior: I cut my arm with a razor blade at 7:00 p.m. today when Conrad hadn’t texted me

back.Pros of the behavior:Felt immediate reliefPrevented me from feeling the hurtHelps me

see my pain is real or validCons of the behavior:I’m not learning to use skillsDisappointment in

myselfNow I have another scarActivity: Behavioral AnalysisUsing Louisa’s example as a guide,

complete a behavioral analysis on your own target behavior. Use the space provided in this

workbook, or visit http://www.newharbinger .com/45458 to download copies of the behavioral

analysis worksheet to use now (or in the future). Try doing the BA as soon as possible after

doing your target behavior, so you can easily recall a lot of detail about the situation (along with

your thoughts, feelings, and actions). While you’re doing this, keep in mind that it will likely feel

pretty uncomfortable, especially at first, as chances are you’ve never looked so closely at your

behavior. It’s common for people to feel shame, anxiety, anger at themselves, or other painful

feelings while doing a BA, but do your best to push yourself to do it anyway, because

completing the BA will help you stop doing this behavior.First write down the target behavior

that you are about to analyze. Fill in the date that you did the target behavior and the date of

the analysis. Then fill in the rest of the blanks by answering the following:What are your

vulnerability factors? What made it more likely on this occasion that you were going to do the

behavior? For example, Louisa noted she hadn’t slept very well the night before. Here are

some other possibilities: Were you hungry (hangry)? If you’re taking medications for mental or

physical health problems, had you taken your meds? If you are a girl, does your menstrual

cycle make you more emotionally vulnerable? Louisa also noted a history of people leaving

that led to her fear of losing people. Perhaps you’ve tried to talk to your parents about your

feelings before and they didn’t seem to understand, so you may have learned, There’s no point

in talking to others, and you tend to deal with your feelings by drinking alcohol instead.What

was the trigger? What event started the chain that led to the behavior? Louisa knew the trigger

for her was not hearing back from her friend. If you can’t put your finger on one specific event,

you might be able to see that things were generally stressful in your life. (If you can’t figure out

the trigger, don’t stress too much about it. Just try to figure out as best as you can when the

urge to do the behavior first came up, and use that as a starting point.)What were the links to

the behavior? You can think of the links as each step in the story: what were you thinking, what

were you feeling, what were you doing, and what was happening around you? Try to fill in as

many details as possible, from the trigger (or from when you first noticed the urge) to when you

actually did the behavior.What behavior did this lead to?Worksheet: Behavioral AnalysisWhew!

Hard work, right? Unfortunately, it does take a lot of work, energy, and effort to change most

behavior. Let me assure you, though, that it won’t always be this way. Right now, you need to

gather data that will help you understand your behavior, the purpose it’s been serving, what’s

been keeping it going, and so on. This is the hardest part—and it’s temporary! Once you have

the information that you need, you’ll switch gears and begin focusing less on the behavior itself

and more on what to do about it—still not easy, but it’s a process. Like learning to play lacrosse

or swim or how to do calculus or play a new game, it’s hard work at first, but it will come more



naturally over time. So please don’t become discouraged!
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